Questions submitted in advance of Town Halls:

Q1: Will there ever be a way service members and/or family members can have a few drinks out in town and be able to safely get home?

A1: Navy Region Southwest is working with rideshare programs such as Lyft and UBER to offer rides on and off base. NBVC currently has four drivers signed up. If persons with base access are interested in driving for rideshare they should look into the process. If you currently use rideshare programs, inform your drivers that they will now be able to apply to drive on the base. (Information was provided in flyers at the Town Hall and is available online at the NBVC website: [www.cnic.navy.mil/ventura](http://www.cnic.navy.mil/ventura)) Additionally, at Port Hueneme, adult beverages are available at the Bowling Alley and at Point Mugu, the Hangar Bar serves adult beverages and is in walking distance to housing.

Q2: Can there be a turnstile at the gate near housing at least on Friday and Sat evenings? Or let Uber come on base? Or have designated person (shuttle) on Fridays and Saturdays from 6 PM to 2 AM drive people back and forth from housing to outside the Las Posas gate? What about at Bard Gate at Port Hueneme?

A2: NBVC has looked at the cost of installing turnstiles and at this time funding is not available to install turnstiles at either bases. We are hoping the rideshare programs provide transportation alternatives for Sailors and family members. We will continue to assess access possibilities as the bases grow.

Q3: Why is the outside of the Seabee Museum so run down and weed filled?

A3: First off, thank you for your concern regarding the appearance of Naval Base Ventura County. Commander Navy Installations Command (CNIC) Headquarters sets the Facilities Services Program (FX) budget for all Navy Installations. The Common Output Level (COL) for FX for the Navy is set at COL 3. The Facilities Services Program is designated to pay for Integrated Solid Waste Management, Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard support, Grounds Maintenance, Pest Control, Street Sweeping, and Janitorial Services. The COL 3 funding levels severely limit our ability to provide pristine grounds conditions throughout the entire base. Although, we are authorized to provide COL2 levels of grounds services at our prestige areas, this leaves much of the installation at COL3 levels. Prestige areas only apply to the grounds within the immediate vicinity of main gates and command HQ buildings. The bulk of our FX funding at NBVC goes to ensuring adequate pest and vegetation control at our airfields and along our perimeter fences. The Navy places the highest funding priorities on requirements driven by safety, security, health or sanitation and with direct impact to mission critical operations.

Q4: What is the current wait list at CDC/CYP and how is it prioritized?
A4: The Port Hueneme CDC waitlist is currently at 103. The Point Mugu CDC waitlist is at 92. The CDG waitlist is 59 total. (FACTSHEET ATTCH)

Q5: I am a civilian retiree and can golf at the base. I would like to bring my kids. Why can’t I/or how can I escort them when I don’t have sponsorship/escort privileges and they are too young to request their own golf pass?

A5: There has been a recent change in the base access instruction which now allows Civilian Retirees to use the “Trusted Traveler” process to escort up to six (6) persons in their vehicle. Should an unaffiliated person wish to use the golf course, they can apply for access but only for themselves and they will not be allowed to escort anyone. There is a process through MWR that allows certain school programs to use the golf course. For more information, school liaisons can reach out to MWR Recreation Director Jacob Munyon at 805-982-4556.

Q6: Why can’t the gym be open more hours on the weekend?

A6: Jan 2018, MWR Fitness Centers reduced hours of operation at Warfield and Point Mugu Fitness from 104 per week to 90 hours per week, due to mandatory budget cuts by CNIC. The facilities had been operating above standards over the last several years, and due to the rising costs of utilities, supplies, and operating expenses we had to reduce to the CNIC accreditation standard.

-We are currently developing a plan to open our NOFFS zone at the Port Hueneme BeeFit on the weekends. This will include reducing some other operating hours that have low utilization to gain those hours on the weekend, and keep our total number of hours the same. The under-utilized hours are on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 2000-2100.

Q7: When are they going to start keeping up the parks better? Why are the buildings and roads on base in such poor condition?

A7: With regards to Building Maintenance and repair, the Navy has historically funded us at between 60 and 75% of our required allocation of Facilities Sustainment Restoration and Modernization (FSRM) funding - compared to 95% or higher for ship and aircraft sustainment funding! This has created a significant backlog of critical repairs that are unfunded. Under Condition Based Maintenance, we must target our scarce FSRM funding on facilities with the highest operational needs and lowest facility condition. And as you can simply see that unfunded maintenance continues to rollover and makes the problem worse for the future of our facilities/infrastructure. With regards to parks in the Lincoln Military Housing areas, LMH has informed us they host recurring open houses to address park upkeep. NBVC parks fall under the same constraints as all building maintenance and repair. NBVC will continue to pursue funding to support upkeep.

Q8: Will they consider putting in one FENCED in special needs park where both special needs kids and normal children can play together?
A8: There is a fully-fenced park behind Bard Mansion on NBVC Port Hueneme and an ADA compliant part is being built at Point Mugu.

Q9: In the past month there have been complaints of the water smelling like bleach so I emailed Lincoln about the issue and apparently they did a treatment to the water which NO ONE was notified of and we are supposed to receive an email when this happens. Below I posted a water report from another spouse’s home the water here is not safe and something needs to be done about it! I think Lincoln needs to install water filters and water softeners in the houses is this a possibility? I mean they get so much money from us per month where is it going? Something needs to be done about this water issue because it’s unsafe for families and our base and Port Hueneme is listed as one of the worst for water quality that’s not something to be proud of.

A9: From time to time, PWD will temporarily change disinfectant from chloramines to chlorine. This is needed to keep growth of nitrites in the water system at a safe level. During this period and even though the water system operators make every effort to minimize the impact to all of the tenants and residents at NBVC, there may be cases where you may notice change in appearance or smell in your tap water. It is PWD’s practice to provide notice to users, example attached, prior to these operations.

Our drinking water meets all US Environmental Protection Agency and CA State Water Resources Control Board Division of Drinking Water waste quality standards. Additional information can be found in the attached Consumer Confidence Report. Installation of added equipment (such as filters and water softener) can further improve water quality. These added features can be costly and should be evaluated carefully. NBVC receives water from the Port Hueneme Water Agency (PHWA), PHWA is delivering a blend of ground water and surface water. The drought has increased the hardness of ground water such that the homes are receiving harder water. As soon as drought condition improves, hardness will reduce. The ground water supplier is also evaluating alternatives to improve the water hardness. At this time, we believe the expense of installing water softeners would be high and premature. There are filters available for homes that will remove odor and improve taste, however if not properly maintained water filters could cause more harm than good. If Lincoln decides to install filters, a good maintenance program should also be implemented.

Q10: Is there a way we can get a commissary on Mugu base or its equivalent?

A10: Unfortunately, at this time there is not a plan to have a Commissary on Point Mugu. The consolidation of Point Mugu and Port Hueneme, which are located 11 miles apart, is part of the greater Navy consolidation of services. The base commissary was recently renovated and held their re-opening last year. The Commissary and NEX which serve both bases are larger, with more products, than previously served just Port Hueneme. We are projecting growth at Point Mugu and will continue to pursue increasing services there.
Q11: When will you fix or replace the laundry facilitates at the Getaways?

A11: Jan 2019, We received a budgetary estimate for coin operated machines and submitted the new PR to NRSW so we could, at a minimum, replace our current machines and continue to search for a long-term solution that is pay for use without coins (i.e. credit cards).

-Jan 2019, the PR and Scope of Work are under review at NRSW to replace the machines at both RV parks and we estimate the new machines should be in by Mid-April. Point Mugu and Port Hueneme.

Q12: Why can't we live at the RV park? There are vacancies.

A12: All NRSW RV Parks are intended for recreational use and also support MWR’s primary purpose of meeting the recreational and social needs of active duty personnel and their family members. Application of the limited stay policy allows availability for eligible patrons. NBVC is fortunate to have two RV parks in its area of responsibility which allows for more availability.

Q13: Will we ever fix the mosquito problem? (Residents and workers on base for 2-3 months out of the year can’t even walk outside without getting swarmed. We have children who have been hospitalized due to allergic reactions from how bad the bites get. We live in a beautiful area of the world and can’t even enjoy playing outside or going on a walk or standing at the bus stop with our children. We have tried spraying the yard, spraying ourselves, planting certain plants- IT DOESN’T WORK!! When it is getting extremely hot and uncomfortable in our homes, yes we have screens, but they don’t keep the mosquitoes out, so your forced to keep all windows and doors shut.)


Q14: Can we have more activities on Mugu base for the kids and family (such as weekly movies at the theater, free youth events, bowling, skate or skate board area etc.)?

A14: The Point Mugu and Port Hueneme Child Youth Programs provide no-cost and low-cost activities for teen and children. Additionally, the Point Mugu SurfNet is an all hands venue for movies, games, etc. At the Mugu Family Beach, Bldg 74 is an outdoor rec center with ping pong, corn hole and movies. You can also rent outdoor equipment there. If you download the NavyLifeSW app, you can have updates on upcoming activities and trips for the whole family.

Q15: Why can’t we reopen the Post Office?

A15: The post office that was once on Port Hueneme was operated by a contractor, not the U.S. Postal Service. The last contractor did not renew the contract and no other contractor has applied to provide the service therefore we do not a post office on base. There is a post office on Hueneme Rd just outside of NBVC Port Hueneme.
Q16: Can we have a diner that is open late for dinner that serves a meal? (where dependents can go with their family)?

A16: Unlike the NBVC galleys, NBVC food establishments are required to at least break even. There are food options on the bases such as the Hangar Bar and Flightline Café on Point Mugu and the Bowling Alley and the 19th Hole on Port Hueneme. NBVC N9 has been trying out a Family Dinner Night at the Flightline Café in order to provide personnel living on the base evening options however each event has lost money. Customer patronage is required in order to maintain dining options. Active Duty dependents can patron the galley when escorted by the Active Duty service member. As NBVC continues to explore options for dining on base, we ask for your continued support.

Q17: I have heard from several people, including the base CO that Mugu family housing has been built on “gas mask testing site”. I have done extensive research on this issue and have yet to find anything. What research has been done by Navy or base personnel regarding this issue to ensure the safety of our military families?
   - What is in the GMTA soil that could potentially cause issues and has provoked the demolition of houses and removal of soil?
   - Is there an article or study that will show us the results of the soil tests that were performed? If so, where can we find that information?

A17: Please see attached GMTA Factsheet

Q18: It is my current understanding that MWR takes 30% of any base associations (CPO, FRG etc) fundraising efforts. Where is this policy or instruction on this? Where does the 30% go?

A18: MWR is not allowed to receive any percentage of fundraisers by non-federal agencies to include the organizations listed.

Q19: The MWR Point Mugu RV Storage lot POC has no email set up. This makes it very difficult to conduct business when PCSing - especially when coming from overseas. Could we get a better system to contact MWR and its different points of contacts?

A19: Thank you for bringing this issue to our attention. The link on the MWR webpage was broken and has since been fixed. Contact information for all MWR / FFSC programs is available at ventura.navylifesw.com
Questions asked at Town Halls:

Q1: The Flightline Café Family Meal is too expensive.
A1: Community Support Director Laura Hamilton stated that the meal is priced to cover costs.

Q2: There is no longer a theater in Point Mugu. How can we watch movies?
A2: The All Hands (Single Sailor Lounge) is available for families until 5p.m. and they have selection of over 600 movies in a mini-theater type lounge.

Q3: Are they demolishing all Anacapa homes?
A3: No, but some will be demolished. We will provide adequate notice to move. Replacing 24 homes with 5 SOQ homes. NBVC is growing and the CO is asking region if the 10-year old plan makes sense today? We are also asking to hold off on demolition until a housing analysis (HRMA) this fall.

Q4: When there is new construction of homes, do they check for contamination?
A4: Yes

Q5: Water has leaked down middle of Tomahawk Drive on Mugu for 2 years, leak not fixed.
A5: Public Works shut the water off (fire suppression water) and will provide a repair timeline.

Q6: A project is set to be built at Surfer’s Beach parking lot at Point Mugu. Have other locations been considered and has there been an environmental impact study been completed. There is limited access to a unique surf location there and the project will make access worse and will impact the area as well as personnel. Have you contacted the environmental groups in the area?
A6: Current status of NEPA process:
An Environmental Assessment (EA) is underway to evaluate the construction. The preliminary draft EA is currently being prepared and will be reviewed by the Government starting 2/21.
Timeline for Public Review:
The public review period begins with the public notice of availability (NOA) of the draft EA, currently planned for mid-May 2019.
Timeline for Coastal Commission Review:
The Navy is planning to engage the Coastal Commission in early May.

Q7. Can we have fire pits (like the Home Depot ones) on NBVC?
A7: In Housing - Portable Fire Pits are authorized in the backyard only and shall be supervised at all times, fire pits shall be located 25 ft away from structures and away from trees. Manufactured fire pits shall have a screen for protection and should be closed when in use. Never use gasoline or lighter fluid on the fire. Only dura flame type fire logs are authorized for burning. Burning of fire wood, dry or cut vegetation, trash, etc is prohibited.
On NBVC outside of Housing - Open Fires; (example campfire, bon fire and/or fire pits) are prohibited,
except in designated areas approved by the Fire Prevention office.

Q8: There is a stretch of Perry Rd with no stop signs and people are speeding. What is the procedure to request a stop sign?

A8: You can request/report a need for a stop sign to Lincoln Military Housing. PW is responsible for posting signs and will look into the requirement for signs in that area. When a vehicle is seen speeding in any areas on base, please report these to Force Protection. The Watch Commander is at (805) 340-3135. If there is any emergency, please call 9-1-1 and indicate which base you are on, NBVC Point Mugu or NBVC Port Hueneme.

Q9: The Point Mugu RV Park will be shut down for renovations. Will there be alternate areas to RV on Mugu? Also, there is a flyer at the RV park estimating renovations in December 2019. Is that the date?

A9: The Public Works Officer stated that no award has been made therefore there is no set timeline. Dec. 2019 is probably a good estimate considering award and completion times. There will be “Dry” RV alternatives on Mugu, meaning no water and/or sewage. Additionally, we are deciding if it is feasible to relocate temporarily at Port Hueneme.

Q10: Is there a new push to put new restaurants on Port Hueneme or Point Mugu?

A10: The number of eateries on base are tied to the Active Duty #s so although NBVC serves ~20,000 employees, there are only ~5,300 Sailors. There is a preliminary discussion at higher levels of shifting to more college-style offerings. With regards to commercial eateries, contract and N9 eateries are subject to patronage and the ability to sustain earnings.

Q11: There is not enough RV storage. What are you doing to fix this?

A11: There are spaces available for small RV storage although there is a wait list for large RVs. NBVC is currently looking into site approval to use empty space next to the Mugu RV lot.

Q12: The CDC’s are full. Is there any place to expand?

A12: Unfortunately, there isn’t.

Q13: You said there are areas that people can’t get to in order to treat for mosquitos. Have you considered drones?

A13: Great suggestion. NBVC is currently working with one of the tenants to explore drone use for dropping larvicides over areas personnel is unable to access.

Q14: Why is it taking so long to fix the toilets and water leaks in the Gym?

A14: Report broken facilities to the Gym front desk. They should be following up with the Facility Manager. If you see facilities broken for an extended period, you can report these items directly to Public Works at 989-8888. There should be work order #s posted at the entry to the gym. One issue is that if there are any working toilets, a broken toilet is not considered an emergency. Please continue to engage gym staff and public works.
FACT SHEET  Child & Youth Programs

ENROLLMENT

Port Hueneme CDC:
- 170

Port Hueneme Youth Center:
- SAC BS: 47; AS: 62
- Teen Program: 7

Point Mugu CDC:
- 71

Point Mugu Youth Center:
- SAC BS: 22; AS: 34
- Teen Program: 15

Camarillo Youth Center:
- SAC BS: 30; AS: 38
- Teen Program: 8

Child Development Homes Providers:
- 4 Active, 2 temporarily closed & 7 In Process, with 20 children in care

WAITLIST

All requests for child care must be made through MilitaryChildCare.com. Families use the site to submit requests for care, and accept offers of care when spaces become available. Numbers below show duplicate counts as families may request care at all facilities/providers.

Hueneme CDC:
- Infants: 39
- Pre-Toddlers: 26
- Toddlers: 19
- Pre-School: 19

Point Mugu CDC:
- Infants: 28
- Pre-Toddlers: 23
- Toddlers: 15
- Pre-School: 26

Child Development Homes:
- Total waitlist for all ages: 59

YOUTH SPORTS & FITNESS

FY19 YSF Participants:
- Flag football: 120
- Cheerleading: 45
- Start Smart: 11 (1st Q)

BACKGROUND

Current average background completion is 120 days

WAITLIST CATEGORIES

Priority 1A: Combat-related warriors
Priority 1B: Child and Youth Program Staff
Priority 1C: Single Military on AD, or Dual AD couples
Priority 1D: AD with working spouse
Priority 1E: Single DoD civilian, or dual DoD civilian
Priority 1G: Surviving spouses of military member that died from a combat-related incident.
Priority 2: shall be given equally to AD, DoD civilians, surviving spouses, where non-working spouse is actively seeking employment; verified every 90 days.
Priority 3: Same as priority 2, where non-working spouse is enrolled in college.

As of June 2015, to be eligible for care in Navy CYP, a child must have a military or other eligible DoD-affiliated sponsor. Eligible sponsors include active duty military, DoD civilians, reservists on active orders, active duty combat-related Wounded Warriors, and surviving spouses of military members who died in combat-related incidents. Children of retirees from active duty and children of service members with Wounded Warrior status are eligible for recreational programs and noncustodial activities; however, they are not eligible for full-time care except on a space available basis.
Naval Base Ventura County Point Mugu
Former Gas Mask Training Area

In This Issue…

This fact sheet provides information about the environmental investigation and cleanup activities under the Military Munitions Response Program, at Naval Base Ventura County Point Mugu (Figure 1). This fact sheet describes:

- The history of the former Gas Mask Training Area
- The geophysical survey of the former Gas Mask Training Area conducted by the Navy
- Survey conclusions and recommendations
- Who to contact if you have questions or concerns

Fast Facts

The Navy used chemical agent identification sets during World War II at the Gas Mask Training Area. Chemical agents used during WWII have long since dissipated; however, there is a slight chance that some identification sets may have been buried at the site. The Navy surveyed for buried objects that may be remains of identification sets to assure public safety and health.

- Point Mugu housing is safe to live in. The Anacapa, Santa Cruz, and San Miguel housing areas within the former Gas Mask Training Area have been determined safe for normal living conditions by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Ordnance and Explosives Center and the Navy Ordnance Safety and Security Activity. However, as an added precaution, restrictions were implemented in 2004 that prohibit digging deeper than one foot.

- No historical records or physical evidence have been found indicating that chemical agent identification sets were buried at the former Gas Mask Training Area, and no chemical agent identification sets were reported during prior excavations for building foundations and utility corridors in the former Gas Mask Training Area.

- The Navy conducted an extensive geophysical (non-intrusive; i.e., no digging) survey of the former Gas Mask Training Area in 2004 to locate buried objects that may be remains of chemical agent identification sets.

- Results indicate that the former Gas Mask Training Area has been well surveyed and several specific locations are recommended for further evaluation.

History of the former Gas Mask Training Area

The former Gas Mask Training Area (GMTA) is an approximately 30-acre area in the northeast portion of Naval Base Ventura County Point Mugu. The GMTA operated from March 1943 to December 1945, during the height of WWII. Special units of the Navy Seabees were trained at the GMTA in the use of gas masks and smoke-generating devices. In addition, small amounts of chemical agents were used to safely familiarize the recruits with the physical properties of chemical warfare gas using chemical agent identification sets (“CAIS”) as part of the training.

Si usted quiere obtener el informe en español sobre el ambiente, las investigaciones, y las actividades en proceso a la restauración, y la limpieza de las instalaciones navales NBVC Port Hueneme y Point Mugu, por favor llene el cupón que se encuentra en la última página y invíelo a la dirección indicada.
A CAIS consisted of a steel canister known as a “pig” (Figure 2). Each “pig” contained four press-fit tin cans (Figure 3). Each tin can contained twelve 40-milliliter (about one ounce) glass tubes inside cardboard (Figure 4) – three tubes each of the chemical agents phosgene, chloropicrin, mustard gas, and lewisite. The standard method of disposing of unused CAIS was by burning or burying them about 3 feet underground. Therefore, CAIS could have been buried at the former GMTA; however, no written or physical evidence was found suggesting that such material was buried there. Further, no CAIS was reported during previous digging for building foundations and utility corridors in the former GMTA.

The GMTA today contains approximately 80 housing units, including the base commander’s home, three security and command buildings, and portions of the bachelor officers’ quarters. Approximately 30 to 40 percent of the GMTA is paved or occupied by structures; the remainder is unpaved with partial vegetative cover.

**Navy Actions Taken at the former Gas Mask Training Area**

The GMTA was identified during a Navy-wide survey of ordnance ranges in 2000. The possible use of CAIS at the former GMTA was identified during a 2002 follow-up survey. The Navy conducted a geophysical (non-invasive) survey of the former GMTA over a three-month period in 2004 to identify “anomalies” (see Page 3) that might indicate the presence of buried CAIS material. The survey steps were as follows:

- “Prove-out Plot” Test. Simulated CAIS materials were buried in various orientations and at various depths in an area adjacent to the GMTA (Figure 5). The plot was surveyed with several types of non-invasive (non-ground disturbing) equipment to find the most effective geophysical techniques and equipment to use. The results of the prove-out plot test led the Navy to select an electro-magnetic data-logging device (model EM-61) and a magnetometer as the main instruments.
identified anomalies using careful utility locating and shallow metal detection methods and visual inspection to ensure that man-made features are not creating the anomalies, and by reviewing base maps and construction drawings. The Navy also recommends further investigation of the anomalies in the playgrounds by reviewing construction plans, removing sand and removing drainage structures, and then resurveying.

Details of the methodologies, results, and recommendations of the geophysical survey are presented in the Draft Geophysical Survey Summary Report (July 2007). This document is available to the public at the location listed on Page 5 of this fact sheet.

Figure 3 - Example of tin canister that held glass tubes.

Figure 4 - Example of glass tube and cardboard container.

Geophysical Field Survey. From July through September 2004, qualified field personnel conducted a geophysical survey of the former GMTA area and its surrounding 50-foot-wide buffer zone (Figure 5). The survey adhered to methods presented in a regulatory agency-approved fieldwork plan. Man-made features, such as underground utilities that could be misread by the equipment as anomalies, were located and mapped.

Anomaly Identification. Anomalies are elevated instrument readings that cannot be explained by known man-made features such as underground utilities. The anomalies were compared to results from the prove-out test plot and categorized.

Anomalies were recorded in various areas of the former GMTA, including parking lots, residential backyards, and playgrounds (see Figure 5).

Recommendations. Based on the survey results, the Navy recommends further investigation of the

RESTORATION ADVISORY BOARD

Through the Restoration Advisory Board (RAB), a partnership of citizens, regulators, and Navy members, Naval Base Ventura County conducts outreach and provides information about the environmental investigations and cleanup activities at NBVC Point Mugu and NBVC Port Hueneme. For more information or to find out how to join the RAB, please see the coupon on the last page of this fact sheet, or contact Teri Reid, Public Affairs Officer, at (805) 989-9234. RAB meetings are usually held quarterly on the first Thursday evening of the month. At the time of printing, the next RAB meeting is scheduled for 7:30 pm on XX XX, 2008, at the Orvene Carpenter Community Center in Port Hueneme.
Figure 5

Former Gas Mask Training Area showing boundaries, 50-foot buffer zone, prove-out plot, and locations of anomalies detected during the geophysical survey.
Who to Contact if You Have Questions or Concerns…

An Information Repository/Administrative Record File has been established for easy public access to project-related documents. The file can be found at the Environmental Division Office at Point Mugu. This file will soon be available on CD-ROM. Contact Steve Granade for more information on accessing the Administrative Record.

Kimberly Gearhart (805) 989-9234
Public Affairs Officer
Naval Base Ventura County
311 Main Road, Suite I
Point Mugu, CA,
93042-5033

Steve Granade
(805) 989-3806
Administrative Records - Point Mugu
Building 613
Corner of 12th and Laguna Road
Point Mugu, CA 93041

Peter Chen (714) 484-5431
Site Remediation Manager
Department of Toxic Substances Control
5796 Corporate Avenue
Cypress, CA 90630

Tim Chauvel
(714) 484-5487
Public Participation Specialist
Department of Toxic Substances Control
5796 Corporate Avenue
Cypress, CA 90630

Peter Raftery (213) 576-6796
Staff Regional Water Quality Control Board
320 W. 4th St., Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Did You Know...?

You can read more about the Navy’s environmental program at Naval Base Ventura County on the internet! The web address is:

http://www.cnic.navy.mil/regions/cnrsw/installations/navbase_ventura_county/om/environmental_support.html
Mailing List Coupon
If you would like to receive further information, please fill out this coupon and mail it to:

Mary Ann Vaughner, Restoration Advisory Board Administrator
311 Main Road, Suite 1, Code: N45V, Point Mugu, California, 93042-5033

Please note that the mailing list is public information. Copies of the list may be requested under the Public Records Act or the Freedom of Information Act.

☐ Por favor envíeme la informacion en espanol  Name: ____________________________________________
☐ Please send me a copy of the previous newsletter  Address: _________________________________________
☐ Please add my name to the permanent mailing list  City/State/Zip: ________________________________
☐ Please delete my name from the mailing list  Phone: _____________________________________________
☐ Please send me more information about the Restoration Advisory Advisory Board (RAB)
Organization/Affiliation: ________________________________
Comments: __________________________________________

Si usted quiere obtener el informe en espanol sobre el ambiente, las investigaciones, y las actividades en proceso a la restauracion, y la limpieza de las instalaciones navales NBVC Port Hueneme y Point Mugu, por favor llene el cupon que se encuentra en este pagina y envielo a la direccion indicada.

WAS THE INFORMATION YOU RECEIVED USEFUL?
We welcome your comments so that we can adapt our information to your needs. Please fill out the survey below and send it back to the address provided:

Did you find the information useful?  l Yes  l No  Please explain: _______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Was the information easy to read?  l Yes  l No  Please explain: _______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Please send your comments back to:
Mary Ann Vaughner, 311 Main Road, Suite 1, Code: N45V Point Mugu, CA 93042-5033.